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THE NESTORIAN MONUMENT IN ROME.
Our readers will be interested to learn that the replica of the famous
Nestorian monument which Dr. Frits Holm procured in his expedition of 1908
to Sian-fu and brought to this country, has finally found a fitting permanent
home in the Vatican museum. It was purchased from Dr. Holm by Mrs.
George Leary of New York, in order that she might present it as the earliest
Christian monument in China to Porje Benedict XV. Dr. Holm we*nt to Rome
to make the presentation in Mrs. Leary's behalf and took occasion, in the
audience granted by the Pope on November 26, to acknowledge the honor con-
ferred on him last spring when he was made Knight Commander of the Order
of St. Sylvester. The Pope accepted the monument which had already
reached Genoa and has probably found its place in the Vatican collections by
this time. Dr. Holm gave two illustrated lectures in Rome during December
on the monument itself and his Chinese expedition, one at the palace of Car-
dinal Gasquet and the other under the auspices of the American Academy at
Rome.
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Das Weib im altindischen Epos. Ein Beitrag zur indischen und zur ver-
gleichenden Kulturgeschichte. Von Johann Jakob Meyer, Leipsic : Heims,
1915. Pp. 440.
Unknown to the world at large there lives in Chicago a scholar of great
learning, the son of a Michigan farmer, modest and without pretensions but
filled with knowledge of Indian antiquity, language and literature. He is a
Sanskritist by profession, but his name is not so well known, perhaps, as his
extraordinary scholarship deserves. It is Johann Jakob Meyer, and. the best
evidence of his scholarship lies in this, his latest work.
Dr. Meyers book treats of woman as she is represented in the ancient
Indian epics, and the work is a contribution to the comparative history of
civilization. For his motto the author writes on the fly leaf preceding the
preface a verse which King Nala addresses to Damayanti in the Mahabharata.
It reads in a poor English translation thus :
"As long, O woman brightly smiling,
As my breath in my body liveth,
So long will my being center in thee,
To thee I swear it, oh pearl of womankind."
The book makes very entertaining reading, but it is first of all a serious
scientific* work and will be valuable to Indianists. It is not a collection of
glittering generalities, but consists of chapters containing results of our author's
study portrayed in many incidents cited from the Mahabharata and the Rama-
yana. This method, to be sure, expands the work to great length, but it is the
only one that could successfully be employed, for the reader would scarcely
be satisfied with general summaries. He naturally prefers to meet the real
characters, the Hindu women themselves, and to become acquainted with them
in their native surroundings in the warm southern climate of India and amid
the strange conditions of Indian culture and Indian religion. In these por-
trayals we observe side by side the contrasting elements of a sensuous fire
